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Portevin-Le Chatelier effect triggered by complex loading
paths in an Al–Cu aluminium alloy
S. C. Ren, T. F. Morgeneyer, M. Mazière, S. Forest and G. Rousselier

MINES ParisTech, PSL Research University, Centre des Matériaux, CNRS UMR 7633, BP 87, 91003 Evry,
France

ABSTRACT
Serrated flow has been observed during non monotonic
tensile tests of an Al–Cu aluminium alloy in the naturally
aged state. The associated propagative localisation bands
were observed by digital image correlation (DIC). In
particular, the Portevin-Le Chatelier (PLC) effect and also
Lüders bands were observed in interrupted tests during
which the specimen was held for a length of time and also
in tests with partial unloading followed by a holding time.
Increasing strain rate jumps also triggered the PLC effect.
These observations indicate the existence of the PLC effect
in this material which was formerly considered insensitive
to it at room temperature under monotonic loading
conditions. There is no evidence of PLC serrations during
constant strain rate tests. A strain ageing finite element
model is used that captures the experimentally found PLC
triggering effects.
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1. Introduction

The Portevin-Le Chatelier (PLC) effect is revealed by serrated yielding and
associated propagation of localisation plastic strain bands at the macroscopic
scale. On a microscopic scale, depending on the material, the mechanism is
still an issue requiring elucidation due to its complexity. The most commonly
accepted explanation is based on the pinning/unpinning of mobile dislocations
by diffusion of solute atoms [1], also called dynamic strain ageing (DSA), though
other mechanisms, such as pseudo PLC mechanism [2] and precipitate shearing
[3], may also be possibilities. Based on the DSA theory, the serrations on the
tensile curves and the negative strain rate sensitivity (nSRS) can be adequately
explained [4].

In addition to the characterisations of the PLC effect in terms of the nSRS and
serrations, the critical strain for PLC instabilities is another important feature.
As far as diffusion of solutes is involved, there is a limited active zone of PLC
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effect within a certain range of temperature and strain rate. Many experimental
observations concerning the onset of PLC instability are based on constant strain
rate tensile tests [5,6]. It seems that little emphasis has been made on the
influence of interruptions on the triggering of PLC effect [7,8].

However for those studies, the materials (Al-3Mg [7] and FeMcC [8]) are all
very sensitive to PLC instabilities in monotonic tensile tests. A recent work [9]
reported the occurrence of Lüders effect after strain rate changes with the
AA2024 aluminium alloy which, according to the authors, does not show
highly serrated flow for monotonic tests. The triggering effect for the PLC effect
by relaxation has also been reported for the AA2024 alloy in [10]. However, the
2024 alloy is different from the industrial alloy addressed in the present study.
The PLC effect in the AA2024 alloy has been widely reported in the literature
even for constant strain rate tests such as in [11]. The tensile test curves of the con-
stant strain rate tests presented in [10] already display slight oscillations.

For an Al–Mg alloy that does show PLC effects during constant strain rate
tests, it could be shown that the critical strain to trigger the PLC effect can be
influenced by prestraining and ageing [7]. In PLC sensitive FeMnC austenitic
steel the critical strain for PLC could be reduced by stress relaxation tests [8].

The current work is also motivated by an earlier work on strain intermittency
and the presence of multiple strain localisation bands in the material bulk
around the notched area of a compact tension-like specimen made of the
material considered in the present study [12]. Strain localisation and intermit-
tent activity have also been found for AA2198-T8R material in [13,14] and
2198-T3R [15] via synchrotron 3D imaging combined with digital volume cor-
relation. The aim of the present study is to gain insight on the origins of the
strain intermittency in AA2139-T3. Constant strain rate tests and tests with
complex strain rate evolutions have been applied to the material to test its sus-
ceptibility to PLC effects.

This may have important consequences for the understanding and improve-
ment of the mechanical properties of such complex industrial alloys used for
structural parts. A DSA model implemented in a finite element framework is
used to capture the experimental findings.

2. Material and experimental methods

The tested material was taken from a 4.7 mm thick sheet of AA2139 aluminium
alloy, in the T3 condition. The production route involved rolling, solution heat
treatment, water quenching, cold working by stretching and natural ageing.
Copper (4.5–5.5 wt%) was the primary alloying element in this material.
Smaller amounts of other elements such as Mg, Mn, Si, Fe, Ag, Ti and Zn
were also detected (see Table 1). The exact composition of the alloy can not
be provided but it should be close to that provided in [17]. All the samples
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were cut from AA2139-T3 plates with loading direction along the transverse
direction (T). The dimensions of the gauge length area were 4.7× 6× 32 mm.

Tests were carried out using a 100 kN MTS machine under displacement
control. All the tests were performed at room temperature. Four types of
tensile tests were carried out:

(1) Classical monotonic constant strain rate tests with prescribed strain rates of,
10−4s−1, 10−3s−1 and 10−2s−1 (CSR).
1. Strain rate jump (SRJ) tests : increasing or decreasing strain rate at

different strain levels.
2. Interrupted tests at 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% strains with 15 seconds of

relaxation.
3. Interrupted tests at 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% strains with partial unloading

and 120 seconds of ageing (UA).

A schematic diagram concerning the displacement evolution applied, as a
function of time for those different loading paths is shown in Figure 1. A
stereo-DIC system using two Manta G419 cameras (4.1 MPixels each) was
synchronised with the tensile machine. The image sampling rate was 20 fps
(frames per second) for the CSR and relaxation tests under bulk strain rates
10−2s−1; 5 fps for the unloading test; 10 fps for 10−3s−1 CSR; 0.5 fps for
10−4s−1 CSR; 0.067 fps for 10−5s−1 CSR. The sampling rates for the strain
rate jump tests ranged from 0.1 to 10 fps. The heterogeneous strain measure-
ment on the surface of the tested specimens was performed using VIC-3D
software. In the current work, a proper subset size of 25×25 pixels was used
to achieve an acceptable measurement error [18]. The calculation step size

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt%) of AA2139 alloy [16].
Cu Mg Mn Si Fe Ag Ti Zn

4.5–5.5 0.2–0.8 0.2–0.6 ≤0.1 ≤0.15 0.15–0.6 ≤0.15 ≤0.25

Figure 1. Illustration of displacement evolutions of complex loading tests carried out in this work
as function of time: constant strain rate test (CSR), relaxation test (relax), unloading ageing test
(UA) and strain rate jump test (SRJ).
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was 8 pixels. Using a calibration target, the pixel resolution was determined to
be 34 μm/pixel.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Constant strain rate tests

The stress–strain curves of constant strain rate tests are plotted in Figure 2(a).
The strain rate sensitivity is characterised by m = log (si/s j)/ log (Ėi/Ė j) [19]
where si and s j are the stresses measured in tests under bulk strain rates Ėi

and Ė j. Only a very slight negative strain rate sensitivity can be observed at
strains from 3% to 12%. All the constant strain rate curves are smooth. PLC
related serrations were not observed.

To better illustrate the evolution of PLC bands, a so-called spatio-temporal
pattern has been used for describing the location of potential strain bands at
different stages in the experiments [20,21]. A Y-line was positioned in the
gauge area to measure the incremental axial strain over the whole deformation
process. The colour contour was a measure of the ratio between measured strain
rate and applied macroscopic strain rate 1̇yy/Ė, where 1̇yy ≈ D1yy/Dt has been
calculated by correlating two successive images with a constant time interval
Dt. The maximum ratio was chosen to be 4 as the computed strain rate inside
a band was around 5 times the applied strain rate according to DIC measure-
ment. This result is similar to that found in [22].

The spatio-temporal pattern of the constant strain rate tests at a strain rate
10−2s−1 is shown in Figure 2(b). PLC bands were not observed. The lacking of
the PLC effect has also been confirmed in the three other constant strain rate tests.

3.2. Triggering effect found in non-monotonic loading tests

The loading part of the tensile test interrupted by periods of relaxation was con-
ducted at a strain rate of 10−2s−1. The stress–strain curve of this relaxation test has
been superimposed on the corresponding constant strain rate curve at a strain rate
10−2s−1 in Figure 3(a). Comparing the interrupted test with the constant strain
rate curve, the current experimental data show very similar stress levels and duct-
ility. The first stress relaxation was performed at a strain of = 0.02. When the
specimen was re-loaded after 15 seconds of in-situ ageing by maintaining the
cross-head displacement constant, a sharp yield point was found. The following
3 relaxations were performed at strains = 0.04,0.06 and 0.08. A static ageing
type plateau appeared after each re-loading followed by PLC type serrations.

As shown in Figure 3(b), the strain rate inside a band is greater than 4 times
the applied strain rate. Two bands were initiated at opposite ends of the speci-
men after the second re-straining and propagated to the other side of the gauge
area forming an ‘X’ type pattern over time. This combination of yield peak and
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stress plateau is often observed in aluminium alloys. The first band cannot be
distinguished from the following PLC bands. This initial band associated with
stress plateau is called a Lüders band. After the third relaxation, a stronger
single Lüders band propagated from the upper end to the lower end of the
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Figure 2. (a) Stress–strain curves for constant strain rate (CSR) tests at different strain rates and
the strain rate sensitivity evolution calculated from different strain rate pairs. (b) Experimental
spatio-temporal pattern of the CSR test at a strain rate 10−2S−1 (Dt = 0.2s).
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specimen. During the last stage of deformation, multiple bands appeared. At
each instant, two bands with different strengths seem to compete with each
other. Finally, a single band became dominant and caused the final fracture.

Figure 3. (a) Constant strain rate tensile test at a strain rate 10−2s−1 (black line) superposed with
the curve of tensile test including relaxations. (b) The experimental spatio-temporal pattern of
the relaxation test at a strain rate 10−2s−1 (Dt = 0.05 s).
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The corresponding stress–strain curve takes the shape of a staircase. The strain
rate field of the gauge area is shown in Figure 3(b) as well as the final fracture
image. The bands are horizontal which is due to the section geometry as pre-
sented in [21]. A slanted fracture was observed in the thickness plane. A
similar fracture mode has also been noticed and discussed by [23]. For a
thinner specimen, a slanted band is favoured in the plane across the width.

For the unloading and ageing test (see Figure 4(a)), 4 unloadings were per-
formed at the same strain level as the relaxation test. For each unloading, the
stress was maintained for 2 minutes after besing reduced to 14.1 kN (250
MPa). The serrated flow after reloading was very similar to that found during
the relaxation test. The spatio-temporal pattern of the unloading test shows
very similar localisation (see Figure 4(b)).

Two types of strain rate jump tests, namely the increasing and decreasing strain
rate changes, were applied, and are shown in Figure 5. The increasing strain rate
curve (start from low strain rate 10−5s−1 ) was above the decreasing strain
rate curve (start from high strain rate 10−2s−1 ) at the beginning part (< 5%
strain) and below in the final stage (> 6% strain). This test confirms a slight nega-
tive strain rate sensitivity in constant strain rate tests. Each increase in strain rate
was accompanied by a yield point, which also indicated that the instantaneous
sensitivity was always positive as mentioned in [19,24–26]. It can be noticed
that the stress drop of each strain rate jump increased with increasing strain.
The steady-state SRS was negative in both of the decreasing and increasing
strain rate change tests. The spatio-temporal patterns corresponding to these
two strain rate jump tests are illustrated in Figure 5. The pattern is divided
into 4 stages corresponding to 4 strain rate states for the increasing test:
10−5s−1, 10−4s−1, 10−3s−1 and 10−2s−1. At stage III, the serrations have a
very low amplitude, however the localisation bands could be seen in DIC
measurements. From stage IV onwards, serrations and localisation bands were
clearly visible. For the decreasing strain rate jump test, there was neither a
sharp yield point nor serrations after reloading. Localisation bands were not
observed through DIC measurement either, see Figure 5.

4. Simulation of PLC behaviour

The reloading peak after relaxation or unloading is sometimes called the ‘post-
relaxation effect’ [27,28]. This transient behaviour has been interpreted using the
DSA theory and related constitutive models. The solute composition cannot
respond to abrupt changes of strain rate [24,29]. The instantaneous SRS was
always positive due to the usual thermally activated behaviour. The steady
state SRS can be negative or positive. These phenomena have been interpreted
based on strain ageing models proposed in literature. However, no effort has
been made to investigate the triggering effect. In this part, we will present the
simulation results involving relaxation tests using the McCormick type model.

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE 7



Figure 4. (a) Constant strain rate tensile test at a strain rate 10−2s−1 (black line) superposed with
the curve of tensile test with unloading and ageing (blue curve). (b) The experimental spatio-
temporal pattern of the of the tensile test with unloading and ageing at a strain rate 10−2s−1

(Dt=0.2 s).
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4.1. Constitutive equations and identification of the strain ageing model

The McCormick type model [30] has proved to be successful in the modelling
and simulation of dynamic strain ageing effects [31–33]. The main equations
of the model are

f (s
˜
) = seq(s

˜
)− R(p)− Ra(ta), (1a)

R(p) = R0 + Q1[1− e−b1p]+ Q2[1− e−b2p], (1b)

ṗ = 1̇0 sinh
max(0,f )

s0

( )
. (1c)

where f is the yield function, R(p) is one of the conventional hardening functions,
and p the cumulated plastic strain.

The ageing hardening term Ra reads

Ra(ta) = P1 1− e
− ta

t0

( )n[ ]
︸							︷︷							︸

Cs

, ṫa = 1− ta
w

ṗ, t0 = (1/P2p
a)1/n (2)

where P1 is the magnitude of the maximum stress drop from a fully pinned state
to a fully unpinned state; t0 characterises the time of diffusion process; n = 0.33
or 0.66 which corresponds to different diffusion mechanisms; w characterises the
strain increment associated with unpinning event.

Figure 5. Stress–strain curves of strain rate jump tests: increasing (blue curve) and decreasing
(red curve) strain rate jump tests. Right: Experimental spatio-temporal patterns corresponding to
these two tests (Dt varies according to strain rate).
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When the strain rate increases, the solute concentration Cs at dislocations has
to decrease with ageing time ta until reaching the new steady-state controlled by
strain rate. A drop in flow stress which follows the initial yield peak occurs in the
transient region. When the strain rate decreases, dislocations must wait for a
moment before acquiring the new steady state for the lower strain rate. A
stress drop is seen after an abrupt strain rate change. With the increase of
ageing time, the flow stress is restored and increased.

4.2. Discussion on the spatio-temporal deformation behaviour

4.2.1. Simulation of the triggering effect
Some finite element simulations are performed here using this model for the
CSR and relaxation-reloading processes. Parameters are identified based on
the current CSR tensile tests (see Table 2). Figure 6 shows the identification
result performed on a single integration point together with the experimental
curve at a strain rate Ė = 10−2s−1. The 2D and the 3D finite element meshes
are shown in Figure 7. The band morphologies simulated on the 2D and the
3D meshes are different. The band reproduced using a 3D mesh is more consist-
ent with experimental observations.

Figure 6. Identification of parameters for AA2139-T3 based on experimental true stress–strain
curves.

Table 2. Identified parameters for AA2139-T3 alloy.
E(GPa) v P1(MPa) n w P2(s−n) α

69 0.3 33 0.33 5.8× 10−4 4.7 0.4

Q1(MPa) b1 Q2(MPa) b2 R0(MPa) 10 s0

64 406 238.5 8.6 225.3 3.5× 10−6 3.0
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Concerning the premature triggering of the critical strain after interruptions,
the mechanism is less clear. Balík et al. [7] performed prestrain tests for a binary
Al–3Mg alloy in order to test the hypothesis that the initial dislocation density
governed the critical strain. Their relaxation and unloading test at room temp-
erature was similar to the results of this study except for a much longer waiting
time (>17h), whilst the triggering effect for serrations was very limited. Allain
et al. [8] investigated the influence of different relaxation durations and
different prestrain levels on the critical strain in an austenitic FeMnC steel.
An increasing relaxation period led to the onset of serrations at lower strains.
The different prestrain levels did not make any difference to the onset of serra-
tions for their test condition. The authors attributed this effect to the triggering
of twinning during relaxation. However, the AA2139 alloy does not present
twinning. It is worth noting that the tested austenitic FeMnC steel [8] also
shows serrations in a regular tensile test without relaxation at strain states
higher than 20%.

In the experiments on the AA2139 alloy, there was no PLC effect observed at
room temperature in the investigated strain rate domain 10−5– 10−2s−1 for con-
stant strain rate tests (CSR), whilst the serrations were triggered after re-strain-
ing. To predict such premature triggering effect during relaxation tests, the strain

Figure 7. 2D and 3D meshes used for simulations and localisation band after the 4th restraining
at Ė = 10−2s−1.
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rates 10−2s−1 and 10−3s−1 were chosen for finite element simulations. Both
simulation results on 2D and 3D meshes at a strain rate of 10−2s−1 are shown
in Figure 8. For the CSR case, the tensile curve is very smooth. Slight serrations
and localisation events were found after necking. For the same applied strain
rate, when relaxations were involved, serrations appeared much earlier following
the 4th re-straining stage (at a strain of= 0.08). Serrations remained visible until
final necking. The second and third re-straining also triggered the initiation of
slight localisation bands from the two curved transition zones of the specimen
as shown in the spatio-temporal pattern. At Ė = 10−2s−1, no propagating
band could be observed under the constant strain rate condition. At this
strain rate, the triggering effect was successfully reproduced after relaxation as
well as the lacking of the PLC effect for CSR conditions. It can also be noted
that the triggering effect was not influenced by the difference between 2D and
3D meshes. The 3D results are indeed closer to experimental observations in
terms of band width and spatio-temporal characteristics.

Very similar to Ė = 10−2s−1, the 2D simulation results at Ė = 10−3s−1 are
shown in Figure 9. The PLC effect was lacking during the CSR simulation but
observed after re-straining, although the localisation bands were weaker than
for the simulation at Ė =10−2s−1.

Figure 8. Comparison between numerical spatio-temporal patterns involving 4 relaxations and
without relaxation at Ė = 10−2s−1. The simulations are performed on 2D (a,b) and 3D (c,d)
meshes. (a) CSR at Ė=10−2s−1 (2D) (b) with 4 relaxations at Ė=10−2s−1 (2D) (c) CSR at
Ė=10−2s−1 (3D) (d) with 4 relaxations at Ė=10−2s−1 (3D)
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Figure 10 shows the simulation results of strain rate jump tests performed on
a 2D mesh (2DST6). The experimentally observed triggering effect during
increasing strain rate jump tests has been reproduced successfully with the
current parameter set. In accordance with the experimental results shown in
Figure 5, the PLC effect was not triggered during the decreasing strain rate
jump test. In summary, The FE model with the current parameter set success-
fully captures the premature triggering of PLC effect observed in this material
with good accuracy. This indicates that the McCormick type model used in
this work and essentially applied in the literature for monotonic loading

Figure 9. Comparison between numerical spatio-temporal patterns involving 4 relaxations and
without relaxation at 10−3s−1. The simulations are performed on 2D mesh (2DST6). (a) CSR at
Ė=10−3s−1 (b) with 4 relaxations at Ė=10−3s−1

Figure 10. Simulated stress–strain curves of strain rate jump tests: increasing (blue curve) and
decreasing (red curve) strain rate jump tests. Right: simulated spatio-temporal patterns using a
2D mesh. This figure can be compared with the experimental results in Figure 5.
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conditions, contains the main components to predict subtle effects induced by
complex loading paths.

4.2.2. Perturbation analysis for studying geometry effects on PLC triggering
In uni-axial tensile tests, the localisation bands were usually found to nucleate at
the edge of the curved transition zone to the grip section [34]. To investigate the
effect of geometry on the triggering of localisation bands, an instability analysis
using the linear perturbation method based on a volume element and full 2D
geometry was performed. As presented in [35], the perturbation analysis can
be used to predict the critical strain for the onset of PLC effect. Using this
method, the influence of relaxation on the prediction of critical strain has
been investigated here. In Figure 11, the instability indicator (0 means stable;
1 means unstable) was detected based on a volume element in order to
predict the onset of the PLC effect (see [35]). In that case, the relaxations
were found to have no influence on the critical strain detected by volume
element simulation. The instability indicator jumps from 0 to 1 after reloading
and returns quickly to 0. This suggests that the perturbation analysis must be
performed for the whole boundary value problem on the sample.

The instability indicator was then computed in the gauge section of the full
2D geometry (see 2DST6 in Figure 7) at all integration points of the mesh. As
shown in Figure 12, for the relaxation tests, the indicator reached 1 after the
third re-straining oscillating between 0 and 1. After the fourth re-straining,
the gauge section lost completely its stability. For CSR condition, the unstable
states occurred much later coupled with necking.

After comparing the results obtained for a volume element and for the whole
sample, it was concluded that the triggering effect was due to the fact that

Figure 11. Numerical instability analysis based on a volume element (RVE) performed for both of
CSR and relaxation conditions (Ė = 10−2s−1).
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instabilities first occur in the curved transition zone before reaching the gauge
area. It shows that the strain heterogeneity occurring after re-straining in the
curved transition zone was the precursor of Lüders type localisation. The propa-
gation of the Lüders band is thought to be responsible for leaving behind a
slightly heterogeneous mechanical state which favours the early triggering of
the PLC bands.

4.2.3. Discussion on the effect of alloy elements (Ag) on PLC effect
One of the differences of this alloy composition compared to other 2XXX Al-
alloys (i.e. 2024) is the addition of Ag. It could have affected the diffusion prop-
erties of the main alloying element Cu and Mg. Some thermo-kinetic simu-
lations were carried out in this work using DICTRA software [36] coupled
with the MOBAL3 database to estimate the effect of Ag additions on the
diffusion of Cu and Mg in an aluminium based solid solution varying the Ag
wt% content between 0 and 0.6 wt%. It was found that the effect of Ag was
weak at room temperature and that there could even be a slight increase of
the diffusion due to the addition of Ag:

. For Mg, the diffusion coefficient D remained almost unchanged at room
temperature and varied from 7.4× 10−27 to 7.45× 10−27m2s−1 when the
Ag content was increased from 0 to 0.6 wt.% .

. For Cu, the diffusion coefficient D even increased slightly from 9.8× 10−30 to
1.9× 10−29m2s−1.

It is thus unlikely that the effect of Ag on the diffusion process could have a
major impact on the PLC effect. However, there could be an effect of this and
other alloying elements on the formation of Cottrell atmospheres. In particular,

Figure 12. Numerical instability analysis based on a full tensile specimen for both of CSR and
relaxation conditions (Ė = 10−2s−1 ). The instability indicator is detected in the gauge section.
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the atom radius and the associated molar volume of Ag could promote the for-
mation of Cottrell atmospheres [37]. On the other hand, there was also a chemi-
cal effect, which is the driving force for segregation. Ag is soluble in Al [38] like
Mg and Cu. Therefore it is very difficult to separate the different effects. A new
and demanding study with model materials would be needed to identify the
exact contribution of each element to the formation of Cottrell clouds and
associated potential PLC effect.

4.3. Perspectives about the triggering effect

The effect found here is of relevance for engineering applications as the forming
process might make a material sensitive to the PLC effect. The current standard
numerical tools might fail to estimate the real failure event, considering that the
presence of the PLC effect could promote the deterioration in mechanical prop-
erties, such as a drop of toughness and ductility [39,40]. In addition, Morgeneyer
et al. [12], using laminography-DVC measurements, reported the development
of early stage strain localisation bands in the notched area of a CT (compact
tension) specimen made of AA2139-T3 alloy. They performed stepwise mono-
tonic loading as it is usually done for insitu testing procedures. The notch
opening displacement was maintained after each load step, thus it can be con-
sidered to be a relaxation test. The results of the present work provide a possible
explanation for the localisation behaviour observed in [12].

More generally, in any tearing test these phenomena may play a role even for
monotonic macroscopic loading as the plastic zone and the fracture process zone
are subjected to local strain rate changes due to the stress concentration around
the notch and due to crack propagation.

Standard J-δa fracture toughness tests involve partial unloading for the
sample compliance measurement and could also trigger PLC effects. Since relax-
ation and positive strain rate jumps, as shown in the present work, are able to
trigger PLC effects, they might be used as standard procedures to test the sensi-
tivity of a material to PLC. In particular, combined with spatio-temporal graphs,
a clear picture of the material behaviour can be obtained.

5. Conclusions

The main findings about the anomalous PLC effect in AA2139-T3 alloy are

(1) The PLC effect is not observed in constant strain rate tests at room tempera-
ture for the tested strain rates.

(2) The onset of PLC type serrations and localisation is observed in tensile tests
with relaxation and unloading ageing.

(3) Comparing the two strain rate jump tests, only the increasing steps triggered
PLC instabilities.

16 S. C. REN ET AL.



(4) The proposed constitutivemodel captures the experimentally found triggering
effect by FE simulations. This is not only true for the triggering effect in the
relaxation test (at a strain rate 10−2s−1) but also for the increasing strain rate
test as well as the lacking of PLC during decreasing strain rate test. It seems
that the propagation of the Lüders bands following relaxations and increasing
strain rates could be responsible for leaving behind a slightly heterogeneous
mechanical state which allows the early triggering of the PLC bands.

(5) This alloy contains Ag which is different from other 2xxx alloys. According
to thermo-kinetic simulations, there is only a weak effect of Ag addition
(0–0.6 wt%) on the diffusion rate. However, it could have an effect on the
formation of Cottrell atmospheres.

(6) DIC measurements were found to substantially more reliable for the detec-
tion of the PLC effect than the usual analysis of the macroscopic stress–
strain curves, as PLC bands were observed with extremely weak serrations.
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